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The conditional control of equivalence has received much attention in the analysis 

of verbal behavior. While previous research identified conditional control of relational 

responding and conditional control of equivalence class formation, this study investigated 

the possibility of conditional control of members of an equivalence class. Following 

baseline conditional discrimination training and equivalence testing, subjects were taught 

to select a particular member in the presence of a Green background screen and another 

member in the presence of a Red background screen. Results indicate that members of an 

equivalence class can come under differential second-order conditional control and that 

the second-order conditional functions of the Green and Red background screens can 

generalize to other equivalence classes. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Five-term contingencies describe the influence of the environment over 

conditional discriminations and permit the analysis of second-order conditional control. 

For example, given the word "Discipline" as a second-order conditional stimulus, 

Twain is equivalent to Voltaire, but not to Pollock. However, given the word 

"Nationality" as a second-order conditional stimulus, Twain is equivalent to Pollock, 

but not to Voltaire. 

Sidman (1986, 1994) and Hayes (1991, 1994) both highlight the importance of 

second-order conditional control in their accounts of equivalence and recently this 

relationship has received much attention in the analysis of verbal behavior (e.g., Bush, 

Sidman, & De Rose, 1989; Dymond & Barnes, 1995; Gatch & Osborne, 1989; Green, 

1987; Hayes, 1991, 1994; Kennedy & Laitenen, 1988; Kohlenberg, Hayes, & Hayes, 

1991; Lazar & Kotlarchyk, 1986; Lynch & Green, 1991; Serna 1987, 1991; Sidman, 

1986, 1994; Steele & Hayes, 1991; Wulfert & Hayes, 1988). 

For Sidman (1986, 1994) second-order conditional control is the foundation 

upon which he accounts for both the union and intersection of equivalence classes: 

In analyzing behavior, we have to go beyond the descriptive terms and ask why 

the possession of common elements sometimes results in class union and 

sometimes in class intersection. Contextual control provides the answer 



to this question. It prevents the merger of smaller into larger classes and it 

breaks down larger into smaller classes. Contextual control determines whether 

the possession of an element in common will bring about a union or an 

intersection of classes - whether classes will combine, bringing the common 

element into the larger class, or whether classes will remain separate, with the 

common element sometimes belonging to one and sometimes to the other. 

(1994, p. 529) 

The type of second-order conditional control that Sidman speaks of relates to 

the conditional control of equivalence classes and is exemplified in the research by 

Bush, Sidman, and De Rose (1989). In this study subjects first learned six A->B 

conditional discriminations. Three of those conditional discriminations (A1->B1, A2-

>B2, and A3->B3) were trained in the presence of a high tone and three (A1->B2, A2-

>B3 and A3->B1) in the presence of a low tone. Next, subjects learned six B->C 

conditional discriminations. Three of those conditional discriminations (B1->C1, B2-

>C2, and B3->C3) were also trained in the presence of the same high tone and the 

other three (B1->C2, B2->C3 B3->C1) in the presence of the same low tone. Once 

conditional control had been established over the conditional discriminations, the 

symmetrical, transitive, and symmetrically transitive properties of those relations were 

tested in the presence of the second-order conditional stimuli. Performances on 

equivalence tests were inconsistent. Two of the four subjects showed partial 

conditional control of emergent performances, one subject showed minimal conditional 

control and another subject failed to show any conditional control. 



A second experiment was conducted to clarify Experiment 1. In that 

experiment, one subject first learned six A->B conditional discriminations. Of those 

six conditional discriminations, three (A1->B1, A2->B2, and A3->B3) were trained in 

the presence of a high tone and three (A1->B2, A2->B3 and A3->B1) in the presence 

of a low tone. Next, the subject learned three C->B conditional discriminations (Cl-

>B1, C2->B2, C3->B3) and three D->A conditional discriminations (D1->A1, D2-

>A2, D3->A3) in the absence of either second-order conditional stimulus. Following 

this training, the symmetrical, transitive, and symmetrically transitive properties of the 

conditional discriminations were tested in the presence of the second-order conditional 

stimuli. There was no indication of conditional control of equivalence until the tenth 

test. During the tenth test, the subject reportedly said "Oh, I have something now" 

and passed all remaining tests. The authors concluded that this experiment gave 

evidence that second-order conditional discriminations can produce emergent 

equivalence relations that are also under conditional control. 

Second-order conditional control also serves as the foundation upon which 

Hayes (1991, 1994) builds his relational control theory: 

Arbitrarily applicable relational responding must to some degree be under 

conditional control. If relational responding can be applied arbitrarily, and if it 

is not under conditional control, nothing would prevent all types of relational 

responding from occurring with regard to all events. For example, if stimulus 

equivalence occurred automatically whenever conditional discriminations were 

encountered, eventually the great variety of conditional discriminations in 



normal life would yield stimulus equivalence among virtually all stimuli. 

Everything would be in one gigantic class. This obviously does not happen, 

and it is contextual control that prevents it from happening. (1991, p. 27) 

Although Sidman and Hayes agree on the role of second-order conditional 

control in their account of equivalence classes, Hayes extends the role of second-order 

conditional control to account for other types of relational responding besides 

equivalence. That is, second-order conditional control not only allows stimuli to have 

multiple class membership, but it also determines what type of relation is appropriate 

for a given context. This type of relational control is exemplified in the research by 

Steele & Hayes (1991). These researchers used non-arbitrary stimuli as samples and 

comparisons, and pre-trained subjects to respond on the basis of "sameness" 

"oppositeness" and "difference" in the presence of arbitrary geometric figures. The 

geometric figures later served as second-order conditional stimuli in the presence of 

which a series of arbitrary conditional discriminations were trained. Finally, tests for 

emergent relations under control of the second-order conditional stimuli were 

conducted. The authors reported that, "Subjects showed patterns of performance that 

were consistent with control by the relations of same, opposite, and different in an 

arbitrary matching-to-sample context" (p. 549). Collectively, these patterns of 

performance, the authors conclude, "demonstrate the existence of relational frames" 

(p. 549). For a more complete discussion of relational frames and arbitrarily 

applicable relational responding, see Hayes (1991). 



Although the authors in the above studies claim successful results, their 

demonstrations are not without their problems. For example, in the Steele and Hayes 

(1991) study, the functional independence of the second-order conditional stimuli is 

brought into question as the authors acknowledge three alternative explanations that 

may also account for the subjects' performances. The first alternative is that the 

subjects may have responded on the basis of S+ and S- control. The second 

alternative is that the configuration of the training and testing trials may have forced 

the performances into existence as subjects responded on the basis of exclusion. The 

third alternative is that the matching-to-sample procedure itself served as a second-

order conditional stimulus for responding on the basis of "sameness". Similarly, in the 

Bush et al. (1989) study the functional independence of the second-order conditional 

stimuli is brought into question, as the authors report that although their question 

received a positive answer, ". . . it could not be determined unequivocally whether the 

tones exerted contextual control as independent second-order conditional stimuli or 

simply as common elements of compound first-order conditional and discriminative 

stimuli" (p. 43). 

In the analysis of second-order conditional control the possibility of a stimulus 

compound between the second-order conditional, first-order conditional, and 

discriminative stimuli must be ruled out by confirming the functional independence of 

the second-order conditional stimuli. The methodological difficulties that arise from 

such demonstrations are well summarized by Serna (1991). For example, the 

methodology used in studies of second-order conditional control is based upon 



matching-to-sample (MTS) procedures and can be characterized as follows: Given 

context XI, sample Al, and comparisons B1 and B2, selection of B1 is reinforced and 

given context XI, sample A2, and comparisons B1 and B2, selection of B2 is 

reinforced. Similarly, given context X2, sample Al, comparisons B1 and B2, selection 

of B2 is reinforced and given context X2, sample A2, comparisons B1 and B2, 

selection of B1 is reinforced. This training should establish four second-order 

conditional discriminations: (a) X1-A1-B1, (b) X1-A2-B2, © X2-A1-B2, and (d) X2-

A2-B1. But as Serna points out, it is equally likely that subjects may learn to respond 

to four three-element compound stimuli, (X1+A1+B1; X1+A2+B2; X2+A1+B2; and 

X2+A2+B1). 

The present research aims at investigating yet another type of controlling 

relation derived from second-order conditional control. Unlike the focus of the 

Bush et al. (1989) study (conditional control of equivalence class formation), and the 

focus of the Steele and Hayes (1991) study (conditional control of relational 

responding), the focus of this study is to investigate the possibility of second-order 

conditional control of members of an equivalence class. To illustrate, an equivalence 

class may be composed of a picture of a dog, the word DOG and the word PERRO. 

Although the words DOG and PERRO can be interchangeable members in a given 

contingency, which one is more appropriate for a given occasion may be determined 

by context. For example, given the context "Spanish" and the picture of the dog as a 

sample, selection of the comparison PERRO is more likely to be reinforced than 

selection of the comparison DOG. Conversely, given the context "English", selection 



of the comparison DOG is more likely to be reinforced than selection of the 

comparison PERRO. Thus, second-order conditional control may not only determine 

what relation is at issue (Steele & Hayes, 1991), or what class a particular stimulus 

belongs (Bush et al. 1989), but also what member of that class is more appropriate for 

a given occasion. 

Given the difficulty of demonstrating the functional independence of second-

order conditional stimuli in equivalence relations, it has been suggested that perhaps 

new methodologies are required to investigate the phenomenon (Sidman, 1986; Steele 

& Hayes, 1991). Thus, a secondary aim of this research will be to test a new 

methodology designed to explicitly separate second-order conditional stimuli from the 

first-order conditional and discriminative stimuli to which they were trained. In 

general, following conditional discrimination training and equivalence testing we 

trained subjects to make symmetrical performances in the presence of a Green 

background screen, transitive performances in the presence of a Red background 

screen and to make neither performance in the presence of a background screen of any 

other color. Following this second-order conditional training we assessed the 

functional independence of the Green and Red background screens as second-order 

conditional stimuli in a series of generalization tests. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

Subjects 

Subjects were four undergraduate students attending the University of North 

Texas. They were recruited through an advertisement made in an introductory 

behavior analysis class. Participation was voluntary, but subjects who completed the 

study earned an additional 10% of the total number of points available in their 

behavior analysis class. Bonus points were contingent on completion of the study, not 

performance within the study. Each subject was informed about the general nature of 

the experiment and told that it was not a psychological test, but rather an experiment 

in learning and that their job will be to select images that appear on a computer 

screen. Before the experiment began each subject signed a statement of informed 

consent. 

Setting and Apparatus 

Sessions took place in a small room measuring approximately 3m X 6m. 

Subjects sat at a table facing a Macintosh Power PC computer with standard keyboard, 

and 14-inch SVGA monitor with 640 x 480 resolution. Custom designed software 

presented trials, recorded responses, and delivered consequences. 



Stimuli, Responses and Consequences 

The stimuli consisted of 18 black and white abstract figures presented on a 

computer screen. These stimuli were divided into six sets, designated 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 

and 6; and each set contained three members, designated A, B, and C. The following 

sets of stimuli were formed: Set 1 (Al, Bl, CI), Set 2 (A2, B2, C2), Set 3 (A3, B3, 

C3), Set 4 (A4, B4, C4), Set 5 (A5, B5, C5), and Set 6 (A6, B6, C6). These Sets are 

shown in Figure 1. Stimuli were presented on a background screen that changed color 

depending on the individual phase of the experiment. In total, 9 different background 

screens were used (e.g., white, green, red, purple, yellow, orange, mauve, brown, and 

aqua). Four background screens were used per Set: white, green, red, and one other 

color from the remaining six. Conditional discrimination training and equivalence 

testing were conducted on the white background screen. The Green background 

screen was used as a contextual stimulus intended to control symmetry-like 

performances and the Red background screen was used as a contextual stimulus 

intended to control transitive-like performances. The remaining background color was 

used as a context in which neither symmetry-like or transitive-like performances were 

reinforced or considered "correct." 

The experiment employed a matching/nonmatching-to-sample (MNTS) 

procedure as described by Rosales-Ruiz and Baer (1993). In this procedure, the 

sample stimulus is centered at the top of the screen within a circle; two comparison 

stimuli are 4 inches below the sample and 3 inches apart; between the two 

comparisons is a button marked "Neither". The arrangement resembles an isosceles 
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triangle. Subjects use the mouse to "click" on either one of the comparisons or the 

button marked "Neither". 

Consequences consisted of computer generated voices and sounds. Correct 

responses produced the following: "Wow", "Yeah man", "Oh Yeah", "Cool man", 

"Ahhh", snare drum sound, and applause sound. Incorrect responses produced only an 

audible statement that said "NO". 

Sample-Comparison Formats 

Two different sample-comparison formats were used. The first may be 

describe as an "across-set" format and the second as a "within-set" format. The 

"across-set" format presents comparisons from different sets (e.g., B1-N-B2) and 

characterizes most stimulus equivalence research. In this study, the across-set format 

was used in conditional discrimination training and equivalence testing. The within-set 

format, previously described as the "within-class preference test" by Fields, Adams, 

and Verhave (1993), presents comparisons from the same set (e.g., Bl-N-Cl), and was 

used in second-order conditional control training and testing. 

The following convention is used to describe the stimuli contained in each trial. 

The contextual stimulus will be given first, followed by the sample in brackets, 

followed by the three response options (i.e., the left comparison, the "Neither" 

response, and the right comparison) with the "correct" choice in bold type. For 

example, the notation Green[Al]Bl-N-Cl indicates that in the presence of the Green 

contextual stimulus and Sample Al, B1 is the "correct" choice, while CI and 

"Neither" are the "incorrect" choices. Alternatively, the notation Purple[Al]Bl-N-Cl 
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indicates that in the presence of the Purple context and Sample Al, "Neither" is the 

correct choice, while CI and B1 are the "incorrect" choices. 

Overview 

First, subjects were introduced to the MNTS procedure. Next, using the 

across-set format on a white background screen, subjects learned twelve conditional 

discriminations and were tested on the symmetric, transitive and symmetrically 

transitive properties of those relations. Second-order conditional training followed 

equivalence testing. Using the stimuli from Set 1 in the within-set format subjects 

learned (a) the Set 1 symmetrical performances in the presence of the Green 

background screen, (b) the Set 1 transitive performances in the presence of the Red 

background screen, and (c) to select the "Neither" option in the absence of either a 

symmetrical or transitive relation or in the presence of a background screen of any 

other color. 

Once the Set 1 symmetrical and transitive performances came under differential 

control, the Set 2 symmetrical and transitive performances were tested in the presence 

of the Green and Red background screens to assess the generality and functional 

independence of these screens as second-order conditional stimuli. If generalized 

second-order conditional control of the Set 2 symmetrical and transitive performances 

was observed, then the symmetrical and transitive performances of the next set were 

tested in the presence of the Green and Red background screens. If generalized 

second-order conditional control of the Set 2 symmetrical and transitive performances 

was not observed, then those performances were explicitly trained in the presence of 
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the Green and Red background screens. This cycle was repeated for the remainder of 

sets. After each second-order conditional test, subjects were re-tested for equivalence 

in that Set on the White background screen. Upon completion of the entire second-

order conditional testing sequence, subjects were re-tested for equivalence in all sets 

on the White background screen (see Figure 2). 

Introduction to the MNTS format. After the computer acquainted subjects with 

the mouse, they were familiarized with the MNTS procedure with stimuli other than 

those used in the experiment. The MNTS procedure requires two types of trials, 

matching trials and nonmatching trials. During matching trials, there is always one 

"correct" comparison for the subject to select. 

During nonmatching trials, there is never a "correct" comparison for the subject to 

select. Thus, on these trials, subjects learned to select the "Neither" option. 

Regardless of trial type, "correct" selections produced an audible statement of praise 

(e.g., "Wow") and "incorrect" selections produced an audible statement that said 

"NO". Subjects remained in this phase until they demonstrated two consecutive 

100%-accurate cycles. 

Conditional Discrimination Training and Maintenance 

Conditional discrimination training followed an A->B / A->C paradigm. In the 

across-set format subjects learned twelve conditional discriminations (A1->B1, A2-

>B2, A3->B3, A1->C1, A2->C2, A3->C3, A4->B4, A5->B5, A6->B6, A4->C4, A5-

>C5, A6->C6) on the white background screen. These 12 conditional discriminations 

constitute the prerequisite performances necessary to establish 6 three-member 
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equivalence classes. Due to the number of relations being trained (12) and the number 

of trials necessary to train these relations in the across-set format (96), the following 

training sequence was used: 

Phase 1: Train the A->B conditional discriminations in Sets 1-3 

Phase 2: Train the A->C conditional discriminations in Sets 1-3 

Phase 3: Maintain the A->B & A->C conditional discriminations in Sets 1-3 

Phase 4: Train the A->B conditional discriminations in Sets 4-6 

Phase 5: Train the A->C conditional discriminations in Sets 4-6 

Phase 6: Maintain the A->B & A->C conditional discriminations in Sets 4-6 

Phase 7: Maintain the A->B & A->C conditional discriminations in Sets 1-6 

In the across-set format, subjects first learned three conditional discriminations 

(i.e., A1->B1, A2->B2, A3->B3) on a white background screen. The computer 

informed subjects that they must complete two consecutive 100%-accurate cycles to 

proceed to the next phase of the experiment. In total, twenty-four trials were used, 

eight trials for the A1->B1 relation, eight trials for the A2->B2 relation, and eight 

trials for A3->B3 relation. Of the eight trials used to train the individual relations, 

four were matching trials and four nonmatching trials. 

During matching trials, there was always one "correct" comparison to go with 

the sample (e.g., White[Al]-Bl-N-B2). Thus, matching trials included both elements 

of the relation being trained (i.e., sample and comparison). On these trials, selection 

of the "correct" comparison produced an audible statement of praise (e.g., "Wow") and 

presentation of the next trial, while selection of the "incorrect" comparison or the 
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"Neither" option produced an audible statement that said "No" followed by 

presentation of the next trial. 

During nonmatching trials, there was never a "correct" comparison to go with 

the sample (e.g., White[Al]A4-N-A5 and White[A4]Bl-N-B2). Thus, subjects learned 

to select the "Neither" option when there was no "match" between the sample and 

comparisons. During nonmatching trials, selection of the "Neither" option was 

considered "correct" and produced an audible statement of praise followed by 

presentation of the next trial. Selection of either comparison was considered 

"incorrect" and produced an audible "No" followed by presentation of the next trial. 

The matching and nonmatching trials were randomly intermixed and the location of 

the comparison stimuli varied unsystematically across the left and right positions. 

Subjects remained in this phase until they demonstrated two consecutive 100%-

accurate cycles. See Figure 3 for a complete description of each trial presentation. 

Once subjects met the performance criterion for the A->B training phase in 

Sets 1 through 3 they began A->C training in Sets 1 through 3. This phase was 

identical to the previous A->B training phase, except that the "C" stimuli were 

substituted for the "B" stimuli. Thus, subjects learned three more conditional 

discriminations (i.e., A1->C1, A2->C2, A3->C3) on a white background screen. 

Once subjects learned the A->B and A->C conditional discriminations in Sets 1 

through 3, those performances were tested in the absence of differential consequences. 

Before this phase began, the computer informed subjects there would be no auditory 

feedback for the next 48 trials, but that they must complete two consecutive 100%-
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accurate cycles to proceed to the next phase. Subjects that failed to meet the 

performance criterion reviewed the A->B and A->C conditional discriminations in Sets 

1 through 3 with feedback until their performance once again reached 100%-accuracy 

for two consecutive cycles. Subject could only move on to the next phase after they 

completed two consecutive 100%-accurate maintenance cycles. 

In the next phase subjects learned the A->B and A->C conditional 

discriminations in Sets 4 through 6 and then demonstrated the maintenance of those 

performances in the absence of differential consequences. Training and maintaining 

these performances followed the same procedures except that the A, B, and C stimuli 

in Sets 4, 5, and 6 were substituted for the A, B, and C stimuli in Sets 1, 2, and 3. 

Thus, subjects learned another six conditional discriminations (i.e., A4->B4, A5->B5, 

A6->B6, A4->C4, A5->C4, and A6-C6) on a white background screen. 

The final phase before the equivalence testing included the maintenance of all 

12 conditional discriminations in the absence of differential feedback. Before this 

phase began, the computer informed subjects there would be no auditory feedback for 

the next 96 trials, but that they must complete two consecutive 100%-accurate cycles 

to proceed to the next phase. Subjects that failed to met the performance criterion 

reviewed all 12 conditional discriminations with feedback until their performance once 

again reached 100%-accuracy for two consecutive cycles. Subjects could only moved 

to the next phase by completing two consecutive 100%-accurate maintenance cycles. 
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Equivalence Testing 

Using the across-set format subjects were tested on the symmetrical (B1->A1, 

C1->A1, B2->A2, C2->A2, B3->A3, C3->A3, B4->A4, C4->A4, B5->A5, C5->A5, 

B6->A6, C6->A6), transitive and symmetrically transitive (B1->C1, C1->B1, B2->C2, 

C2->B2, B3->C3, C3->B3, B4->C4, C4->B4, B5->C5, C5->B5, B6->C6, C6->B6) 

properties of the originally trained conditional discriminations on a White background 

screen. Due to the number of relations being tested (24) and the number of trials 

necessary to test these relations in the across-set format (192), each set was tested 

individually. 

The Set 1 emergent relations were tested first. Specifically, the B1->A1 and 

C1->A1 symmetrical and B1->C1 and C1->B1 transitive performances were tested 

using the across-set format on a White background screen. Before testing started, the 

computer informed subjects there would be no auditory feedback for this cycle of 

trials, but that they should do their best. In total, thirty-two trials were used, eight 

trials for the B1->A1 relation, eight trials for the C1->A1 relation, eight trials for the 

B1->C1 relation and eight trials for the C1->B1 relation. Of the eight trials used to 

test each relation, four were matching trials and four nonmatching trials. The matching 

and nonmatching trials were randomly intermixed and the location of the comparison 

stimuli varied unsystematically across the left and right positions. Subjects advanced 

to the next test regardless of their performance (See Figure 4). 
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Equivalence testing continued for the remainder of sets in exactly the same 

way, except that in each successive test the stimuli from each successive Set (2 

through 6) were substituted for the stimuli in Set 1. 

Second-Order Conditional Control Training and Testing 

Training the Set 1 symmetrical and transitive performances in the presence of 

the Green and Red background screens using the within-set format. In the within-set 

format, subjects learned (a) two symmetrical performances (e.g., B1->A1 and C1->A1) 

in the presence of the Green background screen, and (b) two transitive performances 

(e.g., B1->C1 and C1->B1) in the presence of the Red background screen, and (c) to 

select the "Neither" option when either the "incorrect" comparison, sample, or context 

was presented. 

The computer informed subjects that they must complete two consecutive 

100%-accurate cycles to proceed to the next phase of the experiment. In total, twenty 

trials were used, five trials for the Bl-Al symmetrical relation, five trials for the CI-

>A1 symmetrical relation, five trials for the B1->C1 transitive relation, and five trials 

for the C1->B1 transitive relation. Of the five trials used to train each property of 

equivalence in the presence of the second-order conditional stimuli, two were matching 

trials and three were nonmatching trials. See Figure 5 for a complete description of 

each trial. Irrespective of trial type (matching or nonmatching), the computer always 

presented a sample stimulus, two within-set comparison stimuli, and a "Neither" 

option on either a Green, Red, or Purple background screen. The matching and 

nonmatching trials were randomly intermixed and the location of the comparison 
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stimuli varied unsystematically across the left and right comparison positions. 

Subjects remained in this phase until they demonstrated two consecutive 100%-

accurate cycles. 

Once the Set 1 symmetrical and transitive performances were trained in the 

presence of the Green and Red background screens, those performances were tested in 

the absence of differential consequences. Before this test began, the computer 

informed subjects that there would be no auditory feedback, but that they must 

complete two consecutive 100%-accurate cycles to proceed to the next phase. 

Subjects who failed to meet the performance criterion reviewed the Set 1 symmetrical 

and transitive performances in the presence of the Green and Red background screens 

with feedback until their performance once again reached 100%-accuracy for two 

consecutive cycles. Subjects moved on to the next phase only when they completed 

two consecutive 100%-accurate maintenance cycles. 

Testing the Set 2 symmetrical and transitive performances in the presence of 

the Green and Red background screens using the within-set format. This phase 

assessed the generality and functional independence of the Green and Red Background 

screens as second-order conditional stimuli for the Set 2 symmetrical and transitive 

performances in the within-set format. In total, twenty trials were used, five trials for 

the B2-A2 symmetrical relation, five trials for the C2->A2 symmetrical relation, five 

trials for the B2->C2 transitive relation, and five trials for the C2->B2 transitive 

relation. Of the five trials used to test each property of equivalence in the presence of 

the second-order conditional stimuli, two were matching trials and three were 
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nonmatching trials. Irrespective of trial type (matching or nonmatching), the computer 

always presented a sample stimulus, two within-set comparison stimuli, and a 

"Neither" option on either a Green, Red, or Yellow background screen. The matching 

and nonmatching trials were randomly intermixed and the location of the comparison 

stimuli varied unsystematically across the left and right comparison positions. 

If generalized second-order conditional control of the Set 2 symmetrical and 

transitive performances was observed, then the symmetrical and transitive 

performances of the next set were tested in the presence of the Green and Red 

background screens. If generalized second-order conditional control of the Set 2 

symmetrical and transitive performances was not observed, then those performances 

were explicitly trained in the presence of the Green and Red background screens. This 

cycle was repeated for the remainder of the sets. Upon completion of each second-

order conditional test, subjects were re-tested for equivalence in that set on the White 

background screen. Upon completion of the entire second-order conditional testing 

sequence, subjects were re-tested for equivalence in all sets on the White background 

screen. 



CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS 

Figures 6 through 9 show the results of the equivalence and second-order 

conditional control tests for each subject. The top graph of each Figure shows the 

subject's performance during the equivalence tests. The next three graphs collectively 

show the subject's performance on the Green, Red, and "Other" background screens 

during second-order conditional testing. 

Figure 6 shows the results for Subject 1. During the first series of equivalence 

tests (left portion of the top graph) Subject 1 demonstrated 75% equivalence in all sets 

except Set 5 where she demonstrated 82% equivalence. An error analysis revealed 

that this subject consistently responded "incorrectly" on transitivity matching trials. 

Specifically, she consistently chose the "Neither" option instead of selecting the 

"correct" comparison in the transitive relation. After second-order conditional training 

in Set 1, Subject 1 demonstrated 100% equivalence in that set, and continued to 

demonstrate 100% equivalence in all sets following each successive second-order 

conditional test (middle portion of the top graph). 

The bottom three graphs show Subject l's performance on the second-order 

conditional tests. During these tests Subject 1 showed perfect generalized second-

order conditional control in Sets 2 through 6. That is, she demonstrated only 

symmetry-like performances in the presence of the Green background screen, only 

9ft 
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transitive-like performances in the presence of the Red background screen and selected 

the "Neither" option when a "different" background screen was presented. In the last 

series of equivalence tests (right portion of the top graph) this subject continued to 

demonstrate 100% equivalence in Sets 1 through 6. 

Figure 7 shows the results for Subject 2. During the first series of equivalence 

tests (left portion of the top graph) Subject 2 demonstrated 100% equivalence in Sets 

2, 4, 5, and 6, 95% equivalence in Set 1 and 88% equivalence in Set 3. An error 

analysis revealed that this subject did not make systematic errors during equivalence 

testing. After second-order conditional training in Set 1, Subject 2 showed 100% 

equivalence in that set, and continued to demonstrate 100% equivalence in all sets 

following each successive second-order conditional test (middle portion of the top 

graph). 

The bottom three graphs show Subject 2's performance on the second-order 

conditional tests. During the second-order conditional tests for Sets 2, 3, 5, and 6, 

Subject 2 showed perfect generalized second-order conditional control. That is, she 

demonstrated only symmetry-like performances in the presence of the Green 

background screen, only transitive-like performances in the presence of the Red 

background screen and selected the "Neither" option when a "different" background 

screen was presented. 

In the second-order conditional test for Set 4, Subject 2 demonstrated both 

symmetry-like and transitive-like performances in the presence of the Green 

background, only transitive-like performances in the presence of the Red background 
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screen and selected the "Neither" when a "different" background screen was presented. 

Because the Green background screen failed to exclusively control symmetry-like 

performances, Set 4 was trained in context. In the last series of equivalence tests 

(right portion of the top graph) this subject continued to demonstrated 100% 

equivalence in Sets 1 through 6. 

Figure 8 shows the results for Subject 3. During the first series of equivalence 

tests (left portion of the top graph) Subject 3 demonstrated 75% equivalence in all Sets 

1 through 6. An error analysis revealed that this subject made systematic errors as she 

consistently responded "incorrectly" on transitivity matching trials. Specifically, she 

consistently chose the "Neither" option instead of selecting the "correct" comparison 

in the transitive relation. After second-order conditional training in Set 1, Subject 3 

showed 100% equivalence in that Set. In the second-order conditional test for Set 2, 

Subject 3 demonstrated only symmetry-like performances in the presence of the Green 

background screen, both symmetry-like and transitive-like performances in the 

presence of the Red background screen and only symmetry-like performances when a 

"different" background screen was presented. In the equivalence test for Set 2, 

Subject 3 again demonstrated 75% equivalence (consistently chose the "Neither" 

option instead of selecting the "correct" comparison on transitivity matching trials). 

Because the Red background screen failed to exclusively control transitive-like 

performances and because symmetry-like performances occurred when a "different" 

background screen was presented, Set 2 was trained in context. 
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In the second-order conditional test for Set 3, Subject 3 demonstrated only 

symmetry-like performances in the presence of the Green background screen, both 

symmetry-like and transitive-like performances in the presence of the Red background 

screen and selected the "Neither" option when a "different" background screen was 

presented. In the equivalence test for Set 3, Subject 3 again demonstrated 75% 

equivalence (consistently chose the "Neither" option instead of selecting the "correct" 

comparison on transitivity matching trials). Because the Red background screen failed 

to exclusively control transitive-like performances, Set 4 was trained in context. 

In the second-order conditional test for Set 4, Subject 3 demonstrated only 

symmetry-like performances in the presence of the Green background screen, both 

symmetry-like and transitive-like performances in the presence of the Red background 

screen and selected the "Neither" option when a different background screen was 

presented. In the equivalence test for Set 4, Subject 3 again demonstrated 75% 

equivalence (consistently chose the "Neither" option instead of selecting the "correct" 

comparison on transitivity matching trials). Because the Red background screen failed 

to exclusively control transitive-like performances, Set 4 was trained in context. 

In the second-order conditional test for Sets 5 and 6, Subject 3 showed perfect 

generalized second-order conditional control. That is, Subject 3 demonstrated only 

symmetry-like performances in the presence of the Green background screen, only 

transitive-like performances in the presence of the Red background screen and selected 

the "Neither" option when a "different" background screen was presented. In the 

equivalence test for Sets 5 and 6, Subject 3 demonstrated 100% equivalence. During 
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the last series of equivalence tests (right portion of the top graph) Subject 3 

demonstrated 100% equivalence in Sets 1, 2, 5 and 6, 94% equivalence in Set 3 and 

88% equivalence in Set 4. In this last series of equivalence test Subject 3 did not 

make systematic errors. 

Figure 9 shows the results for Subject 4. During the first series of equivalence 

tests (left portion of the top graph) Subject 4 demonstrated 75% equivalence in all sets 

except Set 2 and 3 where she demonstrated 69% equivalence in each. An error 

analysis revealed that this subject made systematic errors as she consistently responded 

"incorrectly" on transitivity matching trials. Specifically, she consistently chose the 

"Neither" option instead of selecting the "correct" comparison in the transitive 

relation. After second-order conditional training in Set 1, Subject 4 continued to 

demonstrate 75% equivalence in that set as she continued to make the same errors on 

transitivity matching trials. In the second-order conditional test for Set 2, Subject 4 

demonstrated both symmetry-like and "other" performances in the presence of the 

Green background screen, both symmetry-like and transitive-like performances in the 

presence of the Red background screen and only symmetry-like performances when a 

"different" background screen was presented. In the equivalence test for Set 2, 

Subject 4 continued to demonstrate 75% equivalence in that set as she continued to 

make the same errors on transitivity test trials. Because the Green background screen 

failed to exclusively control symmetry-like performances and the Red background 

screen failed to exclusively control transitive-like performances, Set 2 was trained in 

context. 
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In the second-order conditional test for Set 3, Subject 4 demonstrated only 

symmetry-like performances in the presence of the Green background screen, only 

transitive-like performances in the presence of the Red background screen and only 

symmetry-like performances when a "different" background screen was presented. In 

the equivalence test for Set 3, Subject 4 continued to demonstrated 75% equivalence 

as she continued to make the same types of errors on transitivity matching trials. 

Because symmetrical performances occurred when a "different" background screen 

was presented, Set 3 was trained in context. 

In the second-order conditional test for Set 4, Subject 4 showed perfect 

generalized second-order conditional control. That is, Subject 4 demonstrated only 

symmetry-like performances in the presence of the Green background screen, only 

transitive-like performances in the presence of the Red background screen and selected 

the "Neither" option when a "different" background screen was presented. In the 

equivalence test for Set 4, Subject 4 continued to demonstrate 75% equivalence as she 

continued to make the same types of errors on transitivity matching trials. 

In the second-order conditional test for Set 5, Subject 4 demonstrated 

symmetry-like, "other" and "Neither" performances in the presence of the Green 

background screen, transitive-like, "other" and "Neither" performances in the presence 

of the Red background screen and selected the "Neither" option when a "different" 

background screen was presented. In the equivalence test for Set 5, Subject 4 

continued to show 75% equivalence as she continued to make the same types of errors 

on transitivity matching trials. Because the Green background screen failed to 
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exclusively control symmetry-like performances and the Red background screen failed 

to exclusively control transitive-like performances, Set 5 was trained in context. 

In the second-order conditional test for Set 6, Subject 4 showed both 

symmetry-like and "Neither" performances in the presence of the Green background 

screen, both transitive-like and "Neither" performances in the presence of the Red 

background screen and selected the "Neither" option when a "different" background 

screen was presented. In the equivalence test for Set 6, Subject 4 continued to 

demonstrate 75% equivalence. During the last series of equivalence tests (right 

portion of the top graph) Subject 4 demonstrated 75% equivalence in Sets 1, 4, 5 and 

6, 63% equivalence in Set 2 and 69% equivalence in Set 3. A final error analysis 

revealed that this subject continued to make systematic errors as she consistently 

responded "incorrectly" on transitivity matching trials by selecting the "Neither" 

option. 



CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

In general, this study found that reinforcing symmetry-like performances in the 

presence of a Green background screen and transitive-like performances in the 

presence of a Red background screen was sufficient for some other symmetry-like and 

transitive-like performances to come under generalized second-order conditional 

control. Specifically, Subject 1 showed perfect second-order conditional control in 

Sets 1 through 6; Subject 2 showed perfect second-order conditional control in Sets 1, 

2, 3, 5 and 6; Subject 3 showed perfect second-order conditional control in Sets 1, 5 

and 6; and Subject 4 showed perfect second-order conditional control in Sets 1 and 4. 

With the exception of Subject 4, success on equivalence tests was correlated with 

success on second-order conditional control tests. These results suggest affirmative 

answers for our experimental questions: (a) members of an equivalence class can 

come under differential control of second-order conditional stimuli, and (b) the 

function of those stimuli can generalize across equivalence classes. 

Previous research identified conditional control of relational responding (Steele 

& Hayes, 1991) and conditional control of equivalence classes (Bush et al., 1989). 

This study extends the role of second-order conditional control to members of an 

equivalence class. However, this description does not account for the generalized 

second-order conditional functions of the Green and Red background screens. It is not 
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clear how members of one class provided the basis for generalization of the second-

order conditional stimuli to the other equivalence classes. It appears that other aspects 

of the experimental situation made generalization across classes possible. For 

example, it may be that generalization across classes was possible on the basis of 

symmetrical and transitive responding. However, symmetry and transitivity are only 

descriptions of performances and possess no apparent measurable common feature 

across classes that could serve as a basis for generalization (cf. Sidman, 1994, p. 

365). Furthermore, a given stimulus can be part of both a symmetrical and transitive 

performance at different times, and thus provide no basis for differential stimulus 

control. 

Alternatively, a likely measurable dimension that could provide a basis for the 

generalization seen in this study may be one of the structural variables that organize 

an equivalence class: nodal number. A node is a stimulus that is paired with at least 

two other stimuli through training. For example, a one-node class can be derived from 

training AB and BC, with B serving as the node. Similarly, with the addition of CD 

training a two-node class may be derived in which B and C serve as the nodes. In 

this logic, symmetry is considered to be a special case of zero nodes (See, Fields & 

Verhave, 1987). The effects of nodal number are more clearly seen in the Fields et al. 

(1993) study. After their subjects showed five-member equivalence classes derived 

from training AB, BC, CD, & DE, they tested for the effects of nodality in a "within-

class preference test." For example, subjects were presented with Sample El and 

Comparisons CI and Bl. The results showed that the subjects consistently chose the 
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comparison stimulus with the closest nodal number (e.g., CI). Given these results the 

authors concluded that not all stimuli in an equivalence class are equally related and 

that nodal number determines the degree of relatedness. Sidman (1994) reinterpreted 

these results and suggested that the Fields et al. (1993) study demonstrated that nodal 

number can provide a basis for stimulus control, rather than being a predictor of the 

relatedness of stimuli in an equivalence class. 

To the extent that nodal distance can serve as a basis for stimulus control, this 

may account for the generalization seen in this experiment. The present study seems 

to support this conclusion in that generalized second-order conditional control was not 

observed when the stimuli of a particular set did not participate as members of an 

equivalence class. In other words, in the absence of an equivalence class, there was 

no basis for classification along the dimension of nodal distance and thus, no basis for 

generalized second-order conditional control. Further research, demonstrating that 

distances of at least two nodes can be brought under second-order conditional control 

is needed to convincingly show this possibility. It may be that in this study 

generalization can be accounted for by simply factoring out to pairs present during 

training versus the derived pairs. 

In addition to demonstrating second-order conditional control, the present study 

contributed the methodology used to investigate this type of stimulus control in two 

ways. First, the tests for generalized second-order conditional control provided a 

means by which to assess the degree of independent functioning of the second-order 

conditional stimuli from the first-order conditional and discriminative stimuli to which 
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they were trained. Second, the MNTS procedure provided measures of stimulus 

control that the traditional matching-to-sample procedure cannot accommodate. That 

is, second-order conditional control and its generalization were considered to be 

demonstrated when: (a) only symmetry-like performances occurred in the presence of 

the Green background screen and only transitive-like performances occurred in the 

presence of the Red background screen, (b) no other relation occurred in the presence 

of the Green and Red background screens, and (c) when symmetry-like and transitive-

like performances never occurred in the presence of any other stimuli. The traditional 

MTS procedure is only able to test for the first and second conditions of our stimulus 

control criteria, but incorporating the "Neither" option provided the opportunity to test 

for the third condition. For example in the second-order conditional test for Set 3, 

Subject 4 (Figure 9) responded appropriately in the presence of the Green and Red 

background screens, however, symmetry-like performances were also observed in the 

presence of the "other" background screen, which indicates failure of the Green 

background screen to have exclusive control over symmetry-like performances. 

Because of the unique conditions the MNTS procedure provides for the study of 

stimulus control, this procedure and variants of it should be further explored in future 

studies of equivalence and the many types of second-order conditional control related 

to equivalence. 



APPENDIX A 

ILLUSTRATIONS 
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Figure 1. Six three-member sets of stimuli. 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of procedures. 
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A->B Baseline conditional discrimination training 

Relation Matching Trials Non-matching Trials "Neither" because of. 

A1->B1 1. White[Al]Bl-N-B2 5. White[ A1 ] A4-N-A5 (Wrong Comparisons) 
2. White[Al]B2-N-Bl 6. White[Al]A4-N-A6 (Wrong Comparisons) 
3. White[Al]Bl-N-B3 7. White[A6]B 1-N-B2 (Wrong Sample) 
4. White[Al]B3-N-Bl 8. White[A6]Bl-N-B3 (Wrong Sample) 

A2->B2 1. White[A2]B2-N-B 1 5. White[A2]B4-N-B5 (Wrong Comparisons) 
2. White[A2]Bl-N-B2 6. White[A2]B4-N-B6 (Wrong Comparisons) 
3. White[A2]B2-N-B3 7. White[B6]B2-N-B 1 (Wrong Sample) 
4. White[A2]B3-N-B2 8. White[B6]B3-N-B2 (Wrong Sample) 

A3->B3 1. White[A3]B3-N-B 1 5. White[A3]C4-N-C5 (Wrong Comparisons) 
2. White[A3]Bl-N-B3 6. White[A3]C4-N-C6 (Wrong Comparisons) 
3. White[A3]B3-N-B2 7. White[C6]B3-N-B 1 (Wrong Sample) 
4. White[A3]B2-N-B3 8. White[C6]B2-N-B3 (Wrong Sample) 

Figure 3. Baseline conditional discrimination trials for Sets 1 through 3. The color stands for the 
background screen. The alphanumeric in brackets stands for the sample stimulus. The first alpha-
numeric after the sample stands for the left comparison. The "N" stands for the "Neither" option. The 
last alpha-numeric stands for the right comparison. "Correct" selections are in bold type. 
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Equivalence Testing: Set 1 

Group 

Group 1 

Relation Matching Trials Non-matching Trials "Neither" because of., 

Symmetry 1 1. WhitefB 1 ] A1-N-A2 5. White[B 1]A4-N-A5 (Wrong Comparisons) 
B1->A1 2. White[B 1JA2-N-A1 6. White[B 1 ] A4-N-A6 (Wrong Comparisons) 

3. White[Bl]Al-N-A3 7. Whitef A6] A1 -N-A2 (Wrong Sample) 
4. White[B 1]A3-N-A1 8. White[ A6] A1 -N-A3 (Wrong Sample) 

Symmetry 2 1. White[Cl]Al-N-A2 5. WhitetCl]A5-N-A4 (Wrong Comparisons) 
C1->A1 2. White[Cl]A2-N-Al 6. White[C 1 ] A6-N-A4 (Wrong Comparisons) 

3. White[C 1 ] A1-N-A3 7. White[A6]A2-N-Al (Wrong Sample) 
4. White[Cl]A3-N-Al 8. White[ A6] A3-N-A1 (Wrong Sample) 

Transitivity 1 1. White[Bl]Cl-N-C2 5. White[B 1 ] A5-N-A4 (Wrong Comparisons) 
B1->C1 2. White[B 1]C2-N-C1 6. White[B 1] A6-N-A4 (Wrong Comparisons) 

3. White[B 1]C1-N-C3 7. White[ A6]C 1-N-C2 (Wrong Sample) 
4. White[B 1]C3-N-C1 8. Whitef A6]C 1-N-C3 (Wrong Sample) 

Transitivity 2 1. White[Cl]Bl-N-B2 5. White[Cl]A4-N-A5 (Wrong Comparisons) 
C1->B1 2. White[Cl]B2-N-Bl 6. White[C 1 ] A4-N-A6 (Wrong Comparisons) 

3. White[Cl]Bl-N-B3 7. White[A6]Bl-N-B2 (Wrong Sample) 
4. White[Cl]B3-N-Bl 8. White[A6]B 1-N-B3 (Wrong Sample) 

Figure 4. Equivalence testing trials for Set 1. The color stands for the background 
screen. The alphanumeric in brackets stands for the sample stimulus. The first alpha-
numeric after the sample stands for the left comparison. The "N" stands for the 
"Neither" option. The last alpha-numeric stands for the right comparison. "Correct" 
selections are in bold type. 
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Second-order Conditional Control Training: Set 1 

Group 

Group 1 

Relation Matching Trials Non-matching Trials "Neither" because of... 

Symmetry 1 1. Green[Bl]Al-N-Cl 3. Green[B 1 ] A4-N-B4 (Wrong Comparisons) 
B1->A1 2. Green[B 1]C1-N-A1 4. Green[A4]Al-N-Cl (Wrong Sample) 

5. Purple[Bl]Cl-N-Al (Wrong Context) 

Symmetry 2 1. GreenfC 1 ] Al-N-B 1 3. Green[C 1 ]B4-N-A4 (Wrong Comparisons) 
C1->A1 2. Green[Cl]Bl-N-Al 4. Green[A4] Al-N-B 1 (Wrong Sample) 

5. Purple[Cl]Bl-N-Al (Wrong Context) 

Transitivity 1 1. Red[Bl]Cl-N-Al 3. Red[Bl]A4-N-C4 (Wrong Comparisons) 
B1->C1 2. Red[Bl]Al-N-Cl 4. Red[A4]Cl-N-Al (Wrong Sample) 

5. Purple[Bl]Al-N-Cl (Wrong Context) 

Transitivity 2 1. Red[Cl]Bl-N-Al 3. Red[C 1]C4-N-A4 (Wrong Comparisons) 
C1->B1 2. Red[Cl]Al-N-Bl 4. Red[A4]Bl-N-Al (Wrong Sample) 

5. Purple[C 1 ] A1 -N-B1 (Wrong Context) 

Figure 5. Second-order conditional control training for Set 1. The color stands for the 
background screen. The alphanumeric in brackets stands for the sample stimulus. The first 
alphanumeric after the sample stands for the left comparison. The "N" stands for the "Neither" 
option. The last alphanumeric stands for the right comparison. "Correct" selections are in bold 
type. 

" 
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Figure 6. Percentage of correct responding on equivalence and second-order 
conditional control tests for Subject 1. 
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Figure 7. Percentage of correct responding on equivalence and second-order 
conditional control tests for Subject 2. 
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Figure 8. Percentage of correct responding on equivalence and second-order 
conditional control tests for Subject 3. 
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Figure 9. Percentage of correct responding on equivalence and second-order 
conditional control tests for Subject 4. 
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Informed Consent 

I, , agree to participate in a study designed to 
investigate operant behavior. I understand that each session will be approximately 45 
minutes in length. I understand that I must complete 15 sessions to earn 36 bonus points 
for my 3150 Behavior Analysis class. 

I understand that the experimenter will explain my results to me in a debriefing at the 
end of the study. 

I understand that my data will be identified by a number rather than my name, and that 
only the experimenter will know the relation between my name and the identification 
number assigned to my data. 

I agree to allow Anthony Cammilleri to use the data generated in this study for his 
thesis, publication, or educational use. 

I understand that my participation in this experiment is voluntary, and that I may 
withdraw at any time. I understand that if I do withdraw from the study before I complete 
15 sessions, I will not earn any bonus points. 

I understand that there are no risks involved in participating in this study and that it 
has been approved by the Institutional Review Board for experiments using human 
subjects. 

I understand that if I have any questions, I can contact Anthony Cammilleri at 565-
2274 (Work) or 484-0530 (Home). 

(Date) (Signature of Participant) 

(Date) (Signature of Principal Investigator) 
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